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Introduction 

Soil is the fundamental to the well-being, productivity of agricultural and natural ecosystems. 

Soil quality indicates its functionality, it means what soil can do for plant, human and animal health. 

Soil quality influences basic soil functions including medium for plant growth, regulator of water 

supplies, recycler of raw materials, and habitat for soil organisms (Karlen et al. 1997; Vasu et al. 2016; 

Uttam et al 2020). 

The Algerian Sahara is characterized by heterogeneity of edaphic conditions and climatic 

dissimilarities; although, information on biological indicators of arid soils is poorly documented in 

this area. Researchers who have studied the biological activities of arid soils have highlighted their 

low organic matter content (Karabi et al., 2016). 

 Soil organic matter (SOM) is an essential component of any terrestrial ecosystem, and 

changes in its quantity and composition have a significant impact on many of the system's activities 

(IPCC, 1990). As it plays a major role in soil properties and soil functions, it is important that organic 

matter is constantly renewed (Brady and Weil, 2008). Moreover, SOM is an important indicator of 

soil fertility and quality, for that, this parameter is often the first measured during the study of a soil 

and its ecosystem (Paré, 2011). Despite this, little is known about the distribution of carbon in the 

world's soils, especially in arid environment including agrosystems.   

This study aims to evaluate the organic matter content of soils in Ouargla region. It consists in 

measuring the organic matter in the soil.  

The main objective of this work is on the one hand the study of organic matter distribution in 

the natural and cultivated soil in Ouargla region, in order to establish the soil fertility map according 

to organic matter, and on the other hand A comparison of two methods of measuring the percentage 

of SOM (Walkley-Black and Loss on ignition), and check which method is more effective for 

measuring SOM% in sandy soils. 

In this manuscript, we have chosen to structure our study according to logical sequences, made 

up of the following four (04) chapters: 

* A first chapter, is a generality of the soil and the organic matter. 

* A second chapter contains a presentation of the study region. 

* A third chapter presenting the materials and methods of the study. 

* A last chapter presenting the results obtained and discussion.
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I.1. Introduction 

In this chapter we recall the main basic concepts involved in the study of the constituents and 

properties of soils. Emphasize SOM and present some approaches to determine it. 

I.2. Soil definition and properties 

The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) defines soil as: “a natural body comprised 

of solids (minerals and organic matter), liquid, and gases that occurs on the land surface, 

occupies space, and is characterized by one or both of the following: horizons, or layers, that 

are distinguishable from the initial material as a result of additions, losses, transfers, and 

transformations of energy and matter or the ability to support rooted plants in a natural 

environment (Soil Survey Staff, 2014) 

Soil characteristic depends primarily on the parent materials, and secondarily on the vegetation, 

the topography, climate and time. These are the five variables known as the factors of soil 

formation (Jenny, 1941) 

Soil is a substance made up of different components. It contains different solid materials, air, 

free and bound water. (Salam, 2020). 

It is a mixture of inorganic (mineral) and organic particles organized into layers (horizons) by 

physical, chemical and biological processes (Hutson,2016). 

The soils have chemical, biological, and physical properties (Table1) that interact in a complex 

way to give a soil its quality or capacity to function (genesis and classification) (Seybold et al., 

1997). 

Table 1. Proposed minimum data set of physical, chemical, and biological indicators for 

screening the quality or health of soils (After Doran et al., 1996 and Larson and Pierce, 1994) 

Indicators Relationship to soil condition and function: rationale as a priority 

measurement 

 

Texture 

Physical 

Retention and transport of water and chemicals; modeling use, soil 

erosion and variability estimate  

Depth of soil and 

rooting 

Estimate of productivity potential and erosion; normalizes landscape 

& geographic variability 
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Infiltration and 

bulk density 

Potential for leaching, productivity, and erosivity  

Water holding 

capacity 

Related to water retention, transport  

 

Soil organic 

matter (OM) 

  Chemical 

Defines soil fertility, stability, and erosion extent 

Ph Defines biological and chemical activity thresholds  

Electrical 

conductivity 

Defines plant and microbial activity thresholds  

Extractable N, P, 

and K 

productivity and environ mental quality indicators 

 

Microbial biomass 

C and N 

Biological 

Microbial catalytic potential and repository for C and N  

Soil respiration Microbial activity measure (in some cases plants);  

estimate of biomass activity 

 

I.3. Soil organic matter (SOM) 

SOM is consisting of plant and animal residues at various stages of decomposition, cells and 

tissues of soil organisms and substances synthesized by soil organisms. (Mahendran and 

Yuvaraj,.2020). 

SOM exerts numerous positive effects on soil physical, chemical and biological properties. 

Particularly, the presence of Soil organic matter is regarded as being critical for soil functions 

and soil quality. The benefits of SOM result from a number of complexes, interactive, edaphic 

factors; a non-exhaustive list of these benefits to soil function includes improvement of soil 

structure, aggregation, water retention, soil biodiversity, absorption and retention of pollutants, 

buffering capacity, and the cycling and storage of plant nutrients. (Mahendran and 

Yuvaraj,.2020). 

SOM increases soil fertility by providing cation exchange sites and being a reserve of plant 

nutrients, especially nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and sulphur (S), along with micronutrients, 
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which the mineralization of soil organic matter slowly releases. As such, the amount of soil 

organic matter and soil fertility are significantly correlated (Mahendran and Yuvaraj,.2020). 

I.3.1. Composition of SOM 

SOM is a highly variable entity because different organic compounds are found in different 

plant and animal residues and different organic compounds predominate at different stages of 

decomposition. SOM includes materials that are added in plant and animal residues, those that 

are formed during decomposition, substances synthesized by microorganisms, and compounds 

in root exudates and microbial secretions (Osman, 2012). 

I.3.2. Decomposition of SOM 

 The decomposition of SOM is biological breakdown and biochemical transformation of 

complex organic molecules of dead litter into simpler organic and inorganic molecules (Juma 

1998 in Reddy. P. P, 2016.). It is important for the release of nutrients held up in dead organic 

matter and returning it back to the soil. Decomposition of SOM leads to the release of bio-

available nutrients and CO2 and counteracts soil C sequestration (Lehmann and Kleber, 2015 

in Reddy, 2016). 

The rate of organic matter decomposition depends on physical interactions, chemical, 

environmental controls, microbial communities, and soil aeration. (Reddy, 2016). 

 

I.4. Soil organic carbon 

C stock in soil consists of two components: SOC and C inorganic soil (SIC). SOC is the carbon 

component of soil organic matter (SOM), which is a heterogeneous pool of carbon consisting 

of diverse materials including a single fragment of litter, roots, soil fauna, microbial biomass 

C, microbial degradation products, and other biological processes (such as particulate organic 

matter), and compounds. As simple as sugar (Jansson et al., 2010). 

Soil organic carbon (SOC) is one of the most important indicators of soil quality (Ghosh et al., 

2012). Soils contain approximately three times the carbon found in the atmosphere or terrestrial 

vegetation (Schmidt et al., 2011), which accounts for 80% of the terrestrial carbon pool (Leifeld 

et al., 2005). Therefore, maintaining and enhancing soil carbon stocks is of great importance 

when considering both the promotion of soil health and the regulation of the global carbon 

cycle, (Minasny et al., 2017). 
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I.5. The different methods of determining organic matter 

The table below illustrates the main methods of determining soil organic matter. 

Table 2. Features of ex situ soil C determination methods (Chatterjee, 2009) 

Method Principle CO2 

determination 

Advantages/Disadvantages 

I.Wet 

combustion 

Combustion 

train 

 

 

Sample is heated 

with K2Cr2O7-

H2SO4-H3PO4 

mixture in a CO2-

free air stream to 

convert OC in CO2. 

 

 

Gravimetric/ 

Titirimetric 

 

 

Gravimetric determination 

requires careful analytical 

techniques and titrimetric 

determination is less precise. 

Van-Slyke-Neil 

apparatus 

Sample is heated 

with K2Cr2O7-

H2SO4-H3PO4 

mixture in a 

combustion tube 

attached to the 

apparatus to convert 

OC in CO2. 

Manometric Expensive and easily damaged 

apparatus. 

Walkley-Black Sample is heated 

with K2Cr2O7-

H2SO4-H3PO4 

mixture. Excess 

dichromate is back 

titrated with ferrous 

ammonium sulfate. 

Titrimetric Oxidation factor is needed. 

Variable SOC recovery. Generate 

hazardous byproducts such as Cr. 

II.Dry 

combustion 

Weight-loss-on 

ignition 

 

 

Sample is heated to 

430◦C in a muffle 

 

 

 

Gravimetric 

 

 

Weight losses are due to moisture 

and volatile organic compounds. 
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furnace during 24 

hours. 

Overestimate the organic matter 

content. 

Automated Sample is mixed 

with catalysts or 

accelerator and 

heated in resistance 

or induction furnace 

in O2 stream to 

convert all C in CO2 

Thermal 

conductivity, 

gravimetric, IR 

absorption 

spectrometry 

Rapid, simple, and precise but 

expensive. Slow release of 

contaminant CO2from alkaline 

earth carbonates with resistance 

furnace. 

 

I.6. Conclusion 

Soils are essentially heterogeneous and it is always essential to determine the SOM. Because it 

is the most dynamic of the soil components, effects of changing soil environment are often 

recorded first in the quality and distribution of organic matter. 
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II.1. PRESENTATION OF STUDY REGION  

II.1.1. Geographical loc 

ation of the study region   

Ouargla is geographically located in the north of Algerian Sahara, in the arid domain of the 

great African desert (Salhi, 2017); This wilaya covers an area of 163,323 km² and is bounded 

in the north by the wilaya of Biskra, in the south by the wilaya of Tamanrasset, to the northwest 

by the wilaya of Djalfa, in the west by the wilaya of Ghaurdaia, in the East by the wilaya of El 

Oued, and in the south-east by the wilaya of Illizi (Karabi, 2016).  

 

 

Fig 1. Geographical location of Ouargla Regent 

II.1.2. Climate of Ouargla region 

Like all the lower Sahara, Ouargla region is characterized by a desert climate, where the thermal 

amplitudes between the minima and the maxima are important, and by a very low rainfall 

(Khadraoui and Taleb, 2008).  
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Table 3. Climatic data for Ouargla region (2009-2018) 

 

II.1.2.1. Climatic parameters study 

a. Temperature 

The annual average temperature is 23.70 ° C, the maximum value is recorded in July with 36.1° 

C and the minimum value in January with 12.4 ° C. The highest maximum temperatures are 

recorded in June, July and August with temperatures above 40 ° C (Table 3). 

 
Temperature Precipitation 

(mm) 

Humidity 

(%) 

insolation 

(Heures) 

Evaporation 

(mm) 

Wind 

(m/s) 
Min Max Ave. 

January 5,23 19,52 12,37 7,94 55,33 248,38 97,85 8,17 

February 6,97 21,19 14,08 3,68 47,96 237,43 120,69 9,20 

March 10,68 25,67 18,17 4,87 42,26 266,82 180,62 9,74 

April 15,35 30,76 23,06 1,38 36,21 285,33 231,34 10,26 

May 19,99 35,34 27,67 2,06 30,69 316,25 302,61 10,56 

June 24,81 40,42 32,61 0,77 26,97 229,30 366,88 9,96 

July 28,14 44,04 36,09 0,35 22,94 317,54 447,18 8,92 

August 27,26 42,42 34,84 0,36 26,79 341,44 388,00 8,95 

September 23,54 38,14 30,84 4,38 35,68 268,06 266,76 9,14 

October 17,15 31,83 24,49 3,36 41,47 270,72 207,61 7,87 

November 10,45 24,59 17,52 2,68 51,21 248,21 124,50 7,26 

December 5,87 19,83 12,85 3,29 58,09 238,98 86,17 6,93 

Average 16,29 31,15 23,72 / 39,63 272,37 / 8,91 

Accumulation / / / 38.05 / / 3102,23 / 
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b. Precipitation 

In Ouargla region, rains are rare and irregular. The rainiest month is January with 7.94mm. On 

the other hand, very low quantities are recorded during the month of July with 0.35 mm (Table 

3).  

c. Relative air humidity 

The annual average of air humidity is 39.63%; we note that the minimum value is recorded in 

July (22.94%), when temperatures are high and the highest value is in December (58,09%) with 

low temperatures (Table 3). 

d. Evaporation 

The annual evaporation is very important in Ouargla region, the annual cumulative is 

2820.2mm. The maximum value is recorded in July with 447.2mm; this is consistent with the 

high temperatures in this month. The minimum value is recorded in December (86.2mm).   

(Table 3). 

e. Wind 

Winds are frequent throughout the year in Ouargla region, with significant speeds. A maximum 

of 10.56 m / s in the Month of May is recorded. These winds increase evaporation (Table 3). 

f. Sunstroke 

Insolation is strong in August (341.4 hrs / month), and weak in June (229.3 hrs / month). 

II.1.2.2. Gaussen Ombrothermal Diagram 

The Ombrothermal diagram highlights drought periods. The x-axis represents the months of the 

year, the y-axis on the right represents precipitation (P) in mm and on the left the average 

temperatures (T) in ° C. The scale is P = 2T. The intersection of the precipitation curve with the 

temperature curve determines the length of the dry period. BAGNOULS and GAUSSEN, 

defined dry months as those in which the average monthly rainfall in millimeters is less than or 

equal to twice the average monthly temperature expressed in degrees Celsius (P <2T). The 

ombrothermal diagram of Ouargla region shows that the drought lasts throughout the year. 
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Fig 2. Ombrothermal diagram of Ouargla region (2009 - 2018). 

 

II.1.2.3. Emberger climagram  

EMBERGER's climagram allows knowing the bioclimatic stage of the study region. It is 

represented on the abscissa by the average of the minimum temperatures of the coldest month 

and on the ordinate by the pluviothermal quotient (Q2). It is calculated by the following 

formula:  

Q2 = 3.43 P / (M-m) 

P: Annual rainfall in (mm).  

M: Average of the maximum temperatures of the hottest month.  

m: Average minimum temperatures for the coldest month. 

From these data, we can calculate the pluviothermal quotient which is equal to 5.03. Therefore, 

the region is classified in the Saharan bioclimatic stage with mild winter (fig3).  
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Fig 3. Emberger climagram of Ouargla region  

II.1.3. Geology of Ouargla region 

Ouargla region is part of the Lower Sahara; which presents itself as a synclinal basin; it is 

characterized by a more or less circular sedimentary filling having a diameter of 600 km. All 

the land more or less outcrops on the edges from the Cambrian to the Tertiary, sinking under 

the sedimentary cover largely hidden by the great eastern (A.N.R.H, 2011). 

The Saharan platform has experienced the formation of evaporites on several occasions, in 

particular in the Triassic, but also in the Senonian. During the various tectonic episodes in the 

region, these formations impregnated with salt and gypsum the land with which they came into 

contact and caused a significant diffusion of salts (Gaucher et al., 1974). 

Ouargla basin corresponds to the low fossil (Quaternary) valley of Wadi Mya, which descends 

from the Tademaït plateau and ends to 20 km north of Ouargla. The valley is almost 30 

kilometers wide (Hamdi - Aissa et al., 2000; Hamdi-Aissa et al., 2004). 
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II.1.4. Hydrogeology 

What is called Ouargla basin is in fact the lower valley of the Oued M'ya which flows with the 

Oued M'zab and the Oued N'sa into the SebkhatSafioune. It starts at South with the ruins of 

Sédrata, the ancient capital of the Ibadites and it ends at the entrance to the SebkhatSafioune, 

40 km to the north (Faci, 2017).  

Groundwater is the main water resource in the Ouargla region, from four major aquifers. The 

depth of these different layers varies between 100 and 1800 m.  

Three different levels are used: 

- A salty water table. 

- Part of the Terminal Complex comprising the Miopliocene water table and the Senonian water 

table. 

- The Continental Intercalaire that the underground water reserves have practically 

inexhaustible. The aquifer system of the northern Sahara (SASS) which extends over more than 

700,000 km² shared with other provinces is the main source (Rebah, 2016). 

The overall slope is close to 1 %, since the coasts pass from 158 m, on the sandy veneers of 

Sédrata, to 103 m at the bottom of the SebkhatSafioune (Dubost, 2002). 

 

II.1.5. Pedology of Ouargla region 

Soils of Ouargla region derive from the clay-quartz sandstone of the non-gypsum Miopliocene. 

They are made up of quartz sand. In all soils, the sandy skeleton is very abundant, consisting 

almost entirely of quartz. The color becomes less red and the film thickness decreases in 

downstream soils and especially in dunes. On the soils of the depression, the clayey basal mass 

presents a dusty appearance. It consists of a mixture of detrital micrite and a few mica flakes 

(Hamdiaissa, 2001). According to Halilat (1993), they are characterized by a low level of 

organic matter, an alkaline pH, and low biological activity.   

The soil landscape of the basin is dominated mainly by the saline character (Idder, 2007). 

II.1.6 The flora 

According to Ozenda (1983), plants are distributed according to the nature and structure of the 

soil, where we find:  
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 In the beds of the rivers, the valleys and the surroundings of the gueltas, vegetation with 

Acacia.  

 In the great Eastern Erg mainly the "Drinn" or "Aristidapungens" sometimes 

accompanied by shrub vegetation "Retamaretam", "Ephedra", "Genistasaharae" and 

"Caliganumazel". - In Hamadas “Fagonia glutinosa” and “Fredolia arestoides”. In the 

oases and cultivated areas, abundant natural vegetation.   

II.1.7. Palm groves 

The palm grove or phœnicicole orchard is a very particular ecosystem with three layers. The 

most important tree layer is represented by the date palm (Idder et al., 2011).  

The palm grove: (phoenicultural orchard): It is a succession of gardens that are also different 

from each other in terms of architecture, faunistic composition, flora, age, management, 

maintenance, microclimatic conditions, etc. ... and which form a fairly vast which reminds us 

of the aspect of a forest (Idder et al., 2006 in Bouammar, 2007).  

The oasis of Ouargla basin is classified among the main potential phoenicultural areas of 

Algeria, it is made up of several palm groves with a total area of 23,300 ha planted with 

approximately 2,507,000 palm trees having produced in 2015, 1,131,300 quintals of dates 

(Sidab, 2015). However, the traditional gardens of this oasis generally take the form of anarchic 

and dense plantations and are characterized by excessive fragmentation (Omeiri, 2016).  
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II.2. Methodological approach 

 

II.2.1. The experimental study 

Given the primordially of SOM in the study of contribution to the evaluation of the organic 

matter content of natural and cultivated soils in Ouargla region, the basin of Ouargla was 

selected to determine this parameter. 

This chapter brings together all the analytical approaches in the objective of evaluating 

the SOM of soils in the Ouargla region. 

II.2.1.1. Choose sites 

The choice of points is done according to criteria which respect the objective of evaluating. 

Fig 4.  Location of the studied sites  
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II.2.1.2. Soil sampling 

In this study, soil samples were collected in January 2021 from 12 sites in Ouargla 

region, (Bamendil,Said Otba ,Chott, Balaa, El Mekhadma, El Nasr district, sidi khouiled , road 

of Ghardaia, Sedrata, El Hadeb, Om Raneb and Bour el Haicha ), noting that they were collected 

differently from both natural and cultivated soil. 

As a list of 37 samples, 11 of them were collected in cultivated soil (palm groves) and 

the other 26 in natural soil. 

A detailed description of sampling sites is listed in Table S1 

Topsoils were sampled (see fig5) in five replicates in one hectare of a depth of 10 cm with a 

spade (a small size one) (AFNOR., 1999; Boubehziz et al., 2020). After mixing the cores and 

bringing them back to the lab. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig5. How to take the sampling of soils 
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Photo1. Natural soil (marsh of Bamendil) Photo2. Cultivated soil (palm groves in 

Bamendil) 

 

II.2.2. Analysis of soil organic matter content in the soil 

II.2.2.1. Walkley–Black (WB) method 

Soil samples were grinded and passed through 2 mm sieve. Weigh 1g of soil and transfer to the 

250 ml volumetric flask of borosilicate glass. 10 ml of 1 N potassium dichromate (K2Cr2O7) 

and 20 ml of concentrated sulphuric acid (H2SO4) were added to soil and stir well to ensure 

the proper mixing. After 30 min, 200 ml of distilled water and 10 ml of concentrated 

orthophosphoric acid were added to the sample. Thereafter, 1 ml of Diphenylamine indicator 

was added in flask and unconsumed potassium dichromate was determined by titration with 0.5 

M Fe2+ solution to determine SOC in the soil (Walkley and Black 1934 in Kumar, S., 2019). 

2.2.1.1. C and OM% (Pansu et Gautheyrou, 2006) 

a. Percent of Easily Oxidizable Organic C  

 %C = (B-S) x M of Fe2+ x 12 x 100  

                               g of soil x 4000 

To convert total organic C to organic matter, use the following equation: 

b. Percent of Organic Matter 

            % OM = % total C x 1.72  
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Photo3. The titration Photo4. The color obtained before (1) and 

after (2) titration 

 

II.2.2.2. Loss on ignition (LOI) method  

Per cent soil organic matter (SOM) was determined using LOI method (Storer, 1984 in Schulte 

and Bruce. 2009). 5 gm of soil sample (0.2 mm mesh sieve passed) was weighed in known 

weight of empty silica crucible. It was then heated in oven at 105◦C for 2hrs to remove all of 

the moisture content then cooled the crucible in desiccators and weighed. This soil weight was 

taken as dry weight of soil and then transferred the silica crucibles into the muffle furnace at 

360◦C for 2 hrs. Thereafter, it was cooled in desiccators and weighed. The weight of soil loss 

expressed as a percentage of dry soil weight. LOI or per cent SOM. 

2.2.2.1. Calculation 

 Loss of weight on ignition (LOI) is calculated by the following equation:  

LOI (%) = Weight at 105◦ C - Weight at 360◦ C x 100 

                              Weight at 105◦ C 

(1) (2) 
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Photo5. The silica crucibles into the muffle furnace at 360◦C 
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III.1. RESULTS 

III.1.1. Soil organic matter of Ouargla region  

Soil samples in (cultivated and natural soil) were analyzed for SOM by Walkley–Black (wet 

oxidation), and LOI methods. The SOM content in all soil samples were summarized in Table4 

for each station. 

Table4. The percentage of organic matter in WB and LOI methods for each station (natural and 

cultivated soil) 

Station Soil  Sample OM% LOI 

Bamendil Cltv  C 1 0,83 2,95 

C2 1,13 1,32 

C3 0,78 1,47 

C4 0,63 1,74 

C5 0,81 4,09 

Nat SBK 1 1,82 2,93 

SBK 2 1,13 7,13 

SBK 3 0,95 8,72 

SBK 4 1,07 2,16 

Said Otba Cltv C6 1,16 3,73 

C7 1,56 2,34 

Nat SBK5 1,46 4,29 

SBK6 0,88 4,90 

Chott Cltv C8 0,82 1,14 

Nat SBK7 0,52 2,06 

SBK8 0,95 3,24 

El Nasr district Nat GLC 0,67 1,71 

RG1 0,58 1,15 

RG2 0,59 0,79 

GLSS1 0,52 0,55 

SBK9 0,65 3,31 

sidi khouiled Cltv C9 1,04 4,10 

Nat S1 0,68 1,18 
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S2 0,52 0,47 

S.Q 0,5 0,66 

S.J 0,58 2,53 

Road of Ghardaia  Nat RG3 0,52 0,98 

GLSS2 0,41 1,71 

Sedrata Nat GPS1 0,63 6,48 

GPS2 0,68 4,00 

GPS3 0,51 8,01 

El Hadeb Nat TRAS1 0,7 2,79 

TRAS2 0,62 2,60 

Om Raneb Nat SBK1O 1 2,71 

Bour el Haicha Nat SBK11 1,2 2,43 

Bala Cltv C10 1,87 6,83 

El Mikhadma Cltv C11 1,02 2,21 

 

III.1.1.1. Results of Walkley-Black Methods 

  

Fig6. The rate of OM in Bamendil station Fig7. The rate of OM in Said Otba station 
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Fig8. The rate of OM in El Nasr district station Fig9. The rate of OM in  Sidi khouiled station 

  

Fig10. The rate of OM in Sedrata station Fig11. The rate of OM in Chott station 
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Fig12. The rate of OM in Road of Ghardaia 

station 

Fig13. The rate of OM in El Hadeb station 
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Fig14. The rate of OM in Om Raneb,  Bour el Haicha, Balaa, El  

Mikhadma  stations 
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-The highest content of OM (around 1,82%) is obtained in SBK1 of naturel soil (fig. 6 

table3). It seems that is linked to the effect of the clay content in this land. 

The histogram above shows that the highest levels of SOM are observed in the naturel soil (0,95 

to 1,82%) compared to the cultivated soil (palm grove). (fig6 Table3) 

-In Said Otba we can notice that the OM% (Fig7 Table3) is (1,16-1,56) in the palm 

grove and in the natural soil the OM% is 0,88-1,46% has been noted.  

And the highest content of OM (around 1,56%) is obtained in the sample C7 of cultivated soil 

(palm grove).  

-The OM% noted (Table3 and Fig8) in El Nasr district station shows that the OM% 

between 0.52 and 0.67%in the natural soil. 

-In Sidi Khouiled we can notice the highest content of OM% is obtained in the sample 

C9 of cultivated soil (palm grove). 

And we can notice that the OM% is (1,04%) in the palm grove and in the natural soil the OM 

rate between 0,5-0,68 % has been noted. (fig9 Table3) 

-We notice in Sedrata station that the OM%, between (0,51-0,68%) in the natural soil 

has been noted. (fig10 Table3) 

-The results of OM% analyze from Chott station (Table 3 fig 11), rate between 0.52% 

-0.95% in the natural soil and in the cultivated soil we can note 0.82%of OM%. 

-The results of OM% analyze from the Road of Ghardaia station (Table3 and fig 12), 

show that the OM rate is 0.52% in RG3 and 0.41% GLSS2 in the natural soil. 

-The OM% results from Hadeb station (Table 3 and fig 13), between 0.7% TRAS1 and 

0.62%TRAS2 in the natural soil. 

-We notice in natural soil that the OM rate is 1% SBK10 and 1,2% SBK11in cultivated 

soil we notice 1,87% in C101,02% in C11. (fig14, Table3) 

NOTE: In general, we can notice that the OM rate is very low in all the samples 2%or less. 
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III.1.1.2. The difference between Walkley-Black and loss-on-ignition methods 

The histogram (fig15) above shows the difference between the OM% results in Walkley-Black 

(WB) methods and loss-on-ignition (LOI) methods for each 37 station. 

Where we notice a high difference between 20 samples results out of 37, compared to the rest 

results, where the analyzes results of the loss-on-ignition methods are always high, compared 

to the results of Walkley-Black methods. 
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Fig15. Results of organic matter (%) using Walkley-Black (OM) and loss-on-ignition (LOI) methods 
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III.2. DISCUSSION  

III.2.1. The rate of soil organic matter in Ouargla region 

Soils of Ouargla region are characterized by low organic matter content (0.1-0.9%) (Halilat, 

1993). 

In the studied area we noticed that the organic matter rate is low to very low according to Djili 

(2000 in Berkal, 2006) (table 5). 

Table5. The soil organic matter rates 

The parsonage 

of organic 

matter 

 

Class 

 

The sample 

 

2% > MO >1% 
 

Low content classes. 
C2, C6, C7, C9, C10, C11, SBK1, SBK2, 

SBK4, SBK5, SBK10, SBK11. 

 

MO < 1% 

 

Very low content 

classes. 

SBK3, SBK6, C8, SBK7, SBK8, GLC, 
RG1, RG2, GLSS1, SBK9, S1, S2, S.Q, S.J, 
RG3, GLSS2, GPS1, GPS2, GPS3, TRAS1, 
TRAS2. 
 

 

We note that the analytical results, recorded in the tables 5, is the OM rate is high (1% <MO 

<2%) in the palm groves (C2 C6 C7 C9 C10 C11) and SBK samples (SBK1 SBK2 SBK4 SBK5 

SBK10 SBK11), compared with the rest of the other samples (fig16,17).  

However, according to Schjonning et al., (2004), the capacity of soil to maintain organic matter 

depend of many factors such as climate, landscape, texture, .... The Sandy soils of arid regions 

are characterized by a low fertility because of very weak nutritional stock which is explained 

by the low of organic matter Babaarbi (2013). In addition, the sandy soils are too aerated and 

the organic matter is more quickly decomposed (Karabi, 2016). The Saharan soils have coarse 

texture, bad structure and poor in organic matter (Daddi Bouhoun, 2010). 

The situation of the deficit organic balance of soils in arid regions is combined with the sand 

ominance, which characterized the mineralogical fraction of soil. The sand causes the physica

l deprotection of organic matter allowing high oxidation and his accessibility to physical ages 
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of degradation the detriment to biological agents (Duchaufour, 1985; Halitim, 1988; Naman et 

al., 2001; Badiane et al., 2001; Blanchart et al., 2005; Gregorich et al., 2006). 

Climatic conditions in these areas did not allow the stock of organic matter, and the few stocked 

is speedily degraded in the physico-chemical parameters, which inhibit any action of 

microorganisms in the evolution of soil organic matter (Sasson, 1967; Zombre, 2006; Nicolas 

et al., 2012). 

According to Al-Busaidi et al., 2014 and Bekkariet al. (2016) the organic matter contents are 

very low and almost nil in some places of bare soils; this is due to the absence of organic matter 

sources; the vegetation cover in spontaneous plants is very sparse. In cultivated area The SOM 

comes mainly from manure applied in the palm grove and Crop residues essentially of palm date; 

this explains the variability of organic matter content in cultivated soils (fig.18). 

 

Fig16. The rate of OM in natural soil 
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Fig17. The rate of OM in cultivated soil 

 

The texture is sandy, so the carbon sequestration potential is limited (Kösters et al., 2013), and 

its water retention capacity is also low. This coarse texture makes soil organic carbon quantities 

subject to erosion and rapid mineralization of organic matter (Lobe et al., 2001; Bruand et al., 

2005 in Mlih et al., 2015). Up to 4.7% of organic carbon could be lost annually in the Sahara 

region in the case of able soils (Karabi, 2016). 

Coarse soil texture limits the formation of well-humified soil organic matter and stable organo-

mineral complexes. It is known that rapid organic matter turnover exists in coarse-textured soils 

of arid and semi-arid lands. and only a small amount of fresh organic residues will contribute 

to the formation of SOM (Karabi et al., 2016). 

The Ouargla soils are characterized by alkaline pH and high salinity (Ouastani, 2016). 

According to (Dellal et Halitim, 1992) the high salinity of the soil can interfere with the growth 

and activity of bacteria. The concentration of salts in the solution leads to an increase in osmotic 

pressure. This inhibits the development of microorganisms. A decrease in microbial activity in 

saline soils leads to an accumulation of undegraded organic matter, which negatively affects 

the availability of nutrients for plant growth (Zahran, 1997). Therefore, since the biological 

activity of the soil is low, the percentage of organic matter in the soil is also low. 
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III.2.2. Spatial variability of SOM 

 The SOM map (fig. 18) obtained by result of Walkley and Black method of all the samples 

taken in Ouargla region, to comparing between the natural and cultivated soils and which 

lands in the region have the highest percentage of organic matter. 

Fig18. The percentage of organic matter at 10 cm depth in natural and cultivated soils in 

Ouargla region (See Land Use in fig4) 

Figure18 shows that the soil is irregularly supplied with organic matter at 12 stations (sample 

37) in natural and cultivated soils. 

We notice that the OM rate is low to very low (<2%) in all the samples. Where the first and the 

second class of OM% (Table. 5)  were distributed almost all over the study area, this can be 

explained by the nature of the sandy soil and the lack of vegetation cover, (between 0.41-1,1% 

generally in natural soils). 

The last class have > 1% of OM in cultivated soils (palm groves) and natural areas in the 

marshes. 
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III.2.3. Comparison between LOI and WB methods 

The two methods (WB and LOI) showed us a large difference in OM% results; where the results 

were high in the LOI method compared to WB results. This is due to the principle of the LOI 

method which stipulates that the samples are blown in the 360° muffle furnace in order to burn 

off the organic matter from the soil samples. However, weight loss of soil simples is also related 

to removing of soil water, especially in soils containing gypsum (CaSO4. 2H2O, CaSO4. H2O, 

CaSO4.1/2H2O) and/or hydrated salts (Na2SO4. 2H2O, MgSO4. 6H2O, 

Na2Mg(SO4)2.4H4O…etc). According to Hamdi-Aissa et al, (2004) studied area soils are 

Gypsic and/or Solonchak (IUSS Working Group WRB, 2015) with high components of gypsum 

and hydrated minerals especially in the chotts and sebkhas landscape.   

And to explain more the results (the table6), we performed statistical operations (Kruskal-

Wallis test): 

The results of WB method and its three replicates appear in the Groups A (the table5 (1)), while 

the results of LOI show the difference of the groups in its three replicates (R1 group A, R2 

group AB, R3 group B) (see the table5 (2)), Which shows the lack of credibility of the 

experiment. This makes the WB experiment more realistic and credible in the results of an 

OM% in sandy gypsum soil. 

Table 6. The result of Kruskal-Wallis test 

 

 

 

 

Kruskal-

Wallis test 

 

K 

(observed 

value) 3,081 

K (critical 

value) 5,991 

DDL 2 

p-value 

(bilateral) 0,214 

Alpha 0,05 

K 

(observed 

value) 7,164 

K (critical 

value) 5,991 

DDL 2 

p-value 

(bilateral) 0,028 

alpha 0,05 
 

K 

(observed 

value) 33,331 

K (critical 

value) 3,841 

DDL 1 

p-value 

(bilateral) < 0,0001 

alpha 0,05 
 

 

Interpretation 

Since the calculated p-

value is above the 

significance level 

Since the calculated p-

value is below the 

significance level 

Since the calculated p-

value is below the 

significance level 
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alpha=0.05, the null 

hypothesis H0 can be 

validated. 

The risk of rejecting 

the null hypothesis H0 

when it is true is 

21.43%. 

alpha=0.05, the null 

hypothesis H0 must be 

rejected, and the 

alternative hypothesis 

Ha must be retained. 

The risk of rejecting the 

null hypothesis H0 when 

it is true is less than 

2.78%. 

alpha=0.05, the null 

hypothesis H0 must be 

rejected, and the 

alternative hypothesis Ha 

must be retained. 

The risk of rejecting the 

null hypothesis H0 when 

it is true is less than 

0.01%. 

Multiple 

pairwise 

comparisons 

using Dunn's 

procedure / 

Two-tailed 

test: 

 

Samples Groups 

R1 WB A             

R2 WB A 

R3 WB A 
 

Samples Groups 

R1 LOI A   

R2 LOI A B 

R3 LOI   B 
 

Samples Groups 

R WB A   

R LOI   B 

 Walkley–Black (WB) 

method (1) 

Loss on ignition 

method (LOI) (2) 

Walkley–Black and 

Loss on ignition method 

(3) 
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Conclusion 

To date, soil studies in the Ouargla region have focused on their physical, chemical and 

microbiological properties. However, very little data are available on the percentage of soil 

organic matter in the region. Where organic matter is one of the most important factors of soil 

fertility and function. 

This study made it possible to evaluate the organic matter content of the soil of the Ouargla 

region. 

Twelve stations (Bamendil,Said Otba ,Chott, Balaa, El Mekhadma, El Nasr district, sidi 

khouiled , road of Ghardaia, Sedrata, El Hadeb, Om Raneb and Bour el Haicha) representing 

the natural and cultivated soils of the region, A test was performed to measure the percentage 

of soil organic matter in 3 replicates for each sample. Adopt the WB method and compare it 

with the results of LOI method. 

The results obtained describe that the organic matter content in the soil samples studied which 

are low and very low. with a medium of 0.86%. The highest percentage of organic matter found 

in Balaa station (1.87%) in cultivated soils, whereas the lowest percentage was found in Road 

of Ghardaia station (0.41%) in natural soils. 

Generally, the organic matter content is high in cultivated soils (palm groves) (1 to 2%) 

compared with the natural soils. 

The comparison between the results of WB and LOI methods for testing soil organic matter 

applied to soil samples showed that the results of WB method are more realistic.  

Finally, this work is to be continued by:  

1) studying the SOM content related to land use and agricultural soil managements 

especially in the oasis agrosystem; 

2) better understand the spatial distribution of organic matter in the Ouargla region and to 

do more precise SOM distribution maps; 

 To estimate the SOC stock across the Ouargla region and calculate its storage under different 

land uses.  
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Table S1. The location of each station  
 Station  Soil   Sample Latitude :N Longitude :E 

 

Bamendil 

Cltv C 1 N31°59'3.20844'' E5°17'29.90844" 
 

C2 N31°59'30.04505" E5°17'22.57143" 
 

C3 N31°59'11.98615" E5°17'33.04994" 
 

C4 N31°58'35.98439" E5°17'23.12151" 
 

C5 N31°58'13.07413" E5°17'1.56641" 
 

Nat 

SBK 1 N31°57'41.05288" E5°16'58.44693" 
 

Sbk 2 N31°59'6.50202" E5°18'49.3546" 
 

Sbk 3 N31°56'56.66703" E5°17'11.84487" 
 

Sbk 4 N31°58'46.77654" E5°17'54.68136" 
 

Said Otba 

Cltv 
C6 N31°59'1.08632" E5°20'52.29604" 

 
C7 N31°58'2.01259" E5°20'15.52657" 

 

Nat 
Sbk5 N31°59'1.08682" E5°21'16.2193" 

 
Sbk6 N31°59'31.12048" E5°19'20.67967" 

 

Chott 

Cltv C8 N31°58'57.72245" E5°22'8.41588" 
 

Nat 
Sbk7 N31°58'46.6244" E5°23'8.29991" 

 
Sbk8 N31°59'36.99175" E5°22'21.87412" 

 

El Nasr 
district 

Nat 

GLC N31°57'30.54554" E5°16'34.27205" 
 

RG1 N31°57'48.37442" E5°15'12.02926" 
 

RG2 N31°58'43.14212" E5°15'49.93366" 
 

GLSS1 N31°59'15.01962" E5°16'20.8434" 
 

SBK9 N31°56'30.03097" E5°16'18.13102" 
 

Sidi khouiled 

Cltv C9 N31°58'42.32824" E5°24'40.97513" 
 

Nat 

S1 N31°56'59.65235" E5°24'45.50778" 
 

S2 N31°58'27.33575" E5°24'9.66992" 
 

S.Q N31°56'46.31903" E5°24'3.66044" 
 

S.J N31°59'43.08227" E5°24'25.71264" 
 

Nat RG3 N31°56'21.00613" E5°15'5.03888" 
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Rout de 
ghardaia 

GLSS2 N31°56'34.92791" E5°15'18.3199" 

 

Sedrata Nat 

GYS1 N31°55'18.62972" E5°16'26.8388" 
 

GYS2 N31°54'53.53009" E5°18'20.87147" 
 

GYS3 N31°54'24.8022" E5°21'14.96592" 
 

Hadeb Nat 
TRAS1 N31°53'52.79125" E5°22'49.32314" 

 
TRAS2 N31°55'16.81381" E5°22'36.66976" 

 
Om raneb Nat SBK1O N32°1'24.12509" E5°23'23.82371" 

 
Bour el Haicha Nat SBK11 N32°0'15.91038" E5°19'57.30773" 

 
Balaa Cltv C10 N31°56'54.50654" E5°22'3.92862" 

 
El mkhadma Cltv C11 N31°57'30.0899" E5°17'44.22007" 

 

 
 

2. Location of the studied sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Location of the studied sites (Google Earth image). 

 



 

 

Abstract 

The aim of this work was a contribution to the assessment of the content of organic matter in 
soils of Ouargla region. It is based on the study of the distribution of organic matter in 12 stations 
(Bamendil,Said Otba ,Chott, Balaa, El Mekhadma, El Nasr district, sidi khouiled , road of 
Ghardaia, Sedrata, El Hadeb, Om Raneb and Bour el Haicha) representing of natural and 
cultivated soils in Ouargla region. Organic matter was measured by the Walkley Black method 
(Wet combustion) and compare it to result of loss-on-ignition method (Dry combustion). 

The results obtained indicate that the organic matter was different from one station to another, 
but show that the majority of the stations have a low and very low content (0,41 - 1,87% of OM). 
We have observed that the distribution of the organic matter content in the region is different in 
natural and cultivated soil studied, this is due to several factors, in particular soil characteristics 
(gypsum and hydrated salts contents). 

Keywords: Ouargla; Organic matter; Cultivated soil; Natural soil. 

 

Résume  
Le présent travail a été entrepris dans le but de contribuer à l'évaluation de la teneur en matière 
organique des sols de la région de Ouargla. Il est fondé sur l’étude de la répartition de matière 

organique dans 12 stations (Bamendil,Said Otba ,Chott, Balaa, El Mekhadma, El Nasr district, 
sidi khouiled , la raout de  Ghardaia, Sedrata, El Hadeb, Om Raneb et Bour el Haicha) 
représentant les sols naturels et cultivés dans la région de Ouargla. La matière organique a été 
mesurée par la méthode Walkley Black (combustion humide) et comparée par les résultats de 
la méthode perte au feu (Combustion sèche). 

Les résultats obtenus indiquent que la matière organique était différente d'une station à l'autre, 
mais montrent que la majorité des stations ont une teneur faible et très faible (0,41 - 1,87% de 
MO). Nous avons observé que la répartition de la teneur en matière organique dans la région 
est différente dans les sols naturels et cultivés étudiés, ceci est dû à plusieurs facteurs, 
notamment les caractéristiques du sol (teneurs en gypse et en sels hydratés). 

Mots-clés : Ouargla ; Matière organique ; Sol cultivé ; Sol naturel ; Méthode Walkely Black ; 
Méthodes de perte au feu. 

 

لملخصا  
 

 المادة توزيع دراسة على تقوم حيث ورقلة. منطقة في للتربة العضوية المادة محتوى تقييم في المساهمة بهدف العمل هذا تنفيذ تم

 ، سدراتة ، غرداية طريق ، خويلد سيدي ، الخفجي ، المخادمة ، هبال ، الشط ، عتبة سعيد ، )بامنديل محطة 12 في العضوية

 بطريقة العضوية المادة قياس تم حيث ورقلة. منطقة في والمزروعة الطبيعية التربة تمثل بورالهيشة( و الرانب ام ، الحدب

WALKELY BLACK )اف(الج بالاشتعال)الاحتراق الخصارة طريقة بنتائج ,ومقارنتها الرطب( الاحتراق . 

 غالبية أن أظهرت ولكنها أخرى، إلى محطة من مختلفة كانت العضوية المادة أن إلى عليها الحصول تم التي النتائج تشير

 المادة محتوى توزيع أن لاحظنا (.%1.87 – 0.41) العضوية المادة من للغاية ومنخفض منخفض محتوى ذات المحطات

 التربة خصائص سيما لا عوامل، عدة إلى ذلك ويعود المدروسة، والمزروعة عيةالطبي التربة في يختلف المنطقة في العضوية

 .المائية( والأملاح الجبس )محتويات

 WALKELY طريقة الشتعال, على االخصارة طريقة , طبيعية تربة مزروعة؛ تربة عضوية؛ مادة ورقلة؛ :مفتاحية كلماتال 

BLACK . 
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